Supervision Agreement
according to § 5 (1) and 7 (4,5) of the Doctoral Degree Regulations of the
Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics und Natural Sciences (2018)
Department of Informatics

This supervision agreement serves to ensure a high quality of scientific education and to guarantee the best possible supervision and support of the doctoral candidates. It also defines the rights and obligations of the parties involved.

Doctoral student: __________________________________________
Supervisor: ________________________________________________
Co-Supervisor (if applicable): ____________________________________
Chair of Supervisory Committee (if applicable) ____________________________
Tentative topic: ________________________________________________

The doctoral student undertakes to:
• draw up a time and work plan showing how the doctoral process will be laid out,
• actively participate in the doctoral seminars of the working group on a regular basis and to present his/her work at least once a year,
• to write or hold the dissertation and disputation in German or English,
• inform the co-supervisor of the Department of Informatics regularly about the progress of the doctoral project according to the supervisor's instructions, in case the supervisor is not a member of the Department of Informatics

The supervisor undertakes to:
• support the doctoral student in the design and planning of the doctoral project,
• control the progress of the dissertation according to plan and to comment on the time and work schedules as well as the exposé and progress reports,
• support the doctoral student in participating in events (conferences, congresses, workshops, etc.) that are meaningful in terms of content.

The Doctoral Committee points out that according to §5 (5) Doctoral Degree Regulations MIN Faculty (2018) the dissertation should normally be completed after three years.

Date, Signature Doctoral student  Date, Signature Supervisor

Date, Signature Co-Supervisor  Date, Signature Chair of Supervisory Committee
or Co-Supervisor

Stand: 04/2021